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We show that the C-REDOR sequence can be modified according to the framework of rotary-REDOR to
realize heteronuclear recoupling in multiple-spin systems. Because of the inherent favorable properties
of C-REDOR with respect to rf inhomogeneity, our approach is anticipated to find useful applications
in biological research. Furthermore, active rotor synchronization of the windowless C-REDOR is imple-
mented by an ad hoc shortening of the pulse elements. Numerical simulations and experiments mea-
sured for [U-13C,15N]-L-alanine are used to validate our approach.
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1. Introduction

Heteronuclear distance measurements under the condition of
magic-angle spinning (MAS) have many important applications in
biological research [1–3]. The most widely applied pulse sequence
developed to date for heteronuclear dipole–dipole recoupling is
the rotational double resonance (REDOR) technique [4]. The major
disadvantage of REDOR is that homonuclear dipole–dipole interac-
tion in multiple-spin systems might interfere with the heteronu-
clear dipolar dephasing in the regime of fast MAS spinning
(P20 kHz). Thanks to the novel pulse symmetries developed by
Levitt and coworkers [5–7], a series of methods based on the C and R
symmetries were developed to extend the concept of heteronuclear
dipolar recoupling to multiple-spin systems under fast MAS condi-
tion [8–14]. Recently, it has been shown that the rotary resonance
[15] can be combined with REDOR for distance measurement under
fast MAS condition [16]. The major advantage of rotary-REDOR is
that the pulse sequence allows for measurements involving quad-
rupole nuclei. The rotary-REDOR (n = 2) technique has further been
applied for heteronuclear recoupling in multiple-spin systems [17].
On the other hand, it has been documented that rotary resonance is
quite sensitive to experimental imperfections [15,18]. In this work,
we show that the C-REDOR sequence [8,9] can be modified accord-
ing to the framework of rotary-REDOR to realize heteronuclear
recoupling in multiple-spin systems. Because of the inherent favor-
able properties of C-REDOR with respect to rf inhomogeneity, the
ll rights reserved.
pulse sequence shown in Fig. 1 is anticipated to find useful applica-
tions in biological research. However, active rotor synchronization,
which is highly desirable for quantitative analysis of dephasing
curves, is not easy to implement for windowless pulse sequences
like C-REDOR. Here, we suggest to add the triggers of the tachome-
ter signals by an ad hoc shortening of the pulse elements in win-
dowless pulse sequences. In the following sections, numerical
simulations and experiments measured for [U-13C,15N]-L-alanine
are used to validate our approach.
2. Experimental methods

All NMR experiments were carried out at 13C and 1H frequencies
of 75.5 and 300.1 MHz, respectively, on a Bruker DSX300 NMR
spectrometer equipped with a commercial 2.5 mm triple-reso-
nance probe. The magic-angle spinning (MAS) frequency was set
to 25 kHz and its variation was limited to ±2 Hz using a commer-
cial pneumatic control unit (Bruker, MAS II). The sample was con-
fined in the middle one-half of the rotor volume using Teflon
spacers. Typically, during the cross polarization contact time
(1.5 ms), the 1H nutation frequency was set to 50 kHz and that of
13 C was ramped through the Hartmann–Hahn matching condition
[19,20]. Continuous-wave and XiX [21] proton decouplings of
120 kHz were applied during recoupling periods and the t2 acqui-
sition, respectively. During the C-REDOR recoupling period, the
13C nutation frequency was set to 52.6 kHz. The 13C and 15N p
pulses were set to 6.8 and 16 ls, respectively. The tachometer sig-
nals for active rotor synchronization were filtered with a home-
built phase-locked loop circuit.
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Fig. 2. Dephasing curves calculated for a 13CaA15N spin system. The dipolar
coupling constant was set to 933.56 Hz. All the simulations were calculated at a
spinning frequency of 25 kHz on the basis of the pulse sequence shown in Fig. 1. The
13C and 15N p pulses were set to 6.8 and 16 ls, respectively. The dashed and the
dotted lines correspond to the cases in which the 13C rf nutation frequency was set
to 50 and 52.6 kHz, respectively. The thin solid line corresponds to the original
windowless C-REDOR sequence. The thick solid line denotes the dephasing
calculated for the rotary-REDOR (n = 2).

Fig. 3. Effects of rf inhomogeneity on the C-REDOR dephasing. The rf field strength
is set deviated from the nominal value by a factor varied from 0.85 to 1.15. Other
simulation parameters are referred to the caption of Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Pulse sequence used for heteronuclear dipolar recoupling in multiple-spin
systems. The rectangle in black denotes a p/2 pulse. The open rectangles near the
middle of the 13C and 15N channels represent p pulses. The C-REDOR sequence
spanning two rotor periods contains two POST-blocks. A delay of 2 ls was inserted
between two adjacent blocks for active rotor synchronization.
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Numerical simulations were carried out using the package SIMP-
SON (version 1.1.0) [22]. The maximum time step over which the
Hamiltonian is approximated to be time-independent was set to
1.0. Typically, a powder averaging scheme containing 320 REPUL-
SION angles (a and b) [23] and 18 c angles was chosen. Relaxation ef-
fects were ignored. The geometry and NMR parameters of the spin
systems were set with reference to L-alanine [24,25].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Active rotor synchronization in C-REDOR

In general, CNm
n pulse sequences comprise N repetitions of a sub-

cycle C, spanning a total of n rotor periods (nsR) [7–9]. C is an rf se-
quence of length sC = nsR/N, comprising pulses that the net rotation
in each subcycle is an integer multiple of 2p. An overall rf phase
shift 2pqm/N is applied to the qth repetition of C, where q is an inte-
ger running from 0 to N � 1. In the C-REDOR, the POST-composite
pulse [26] is incorporated into each subcycle of the C sequence
with symmetry Cn1

n. The C21
2 symmetry is chosen to reduce the

overall cycle time to 2sR. For windowless sequences like C-REDOR,
active rotor synchronization may be implemented by shortening
the rf pulses. We find that a delay of 2 ls inserted between two
adjacent POST-blocks is long enough to provide a stable timing
for the pulse train of C-REDOR in our spectrometer. To restrict
the time span of each C-REDOR cycle to 2sR, we may either slightly
increase the rf nutation frequency to keep the flip angles intact, or
shorten the flip angle of each pulse. In either case, the error in-
volved in the nutation frequency or the flip angle is about 5% at a
spinning frequency of 25 kHz.

3.2. Numerical simulations

We carried out the simulation of a 13CA15N system on the basis
of the C-REDOR sequence shown in Fig. 1. The spinning frequency
was set to 25 kHz. The 13C nutation frequency during the C-REDOR
recoupling period was set to 52.6 kHz, which is slightly higher than
the nominal value of 50 kHz according to the symmetry of POST-
C21

2. For comparison, we also simulate the dephasing curve with
the C-REDOR recoupling field set equal to 50 kHz. Specifically,
the three pulses in a POST-block, viz. p/2, 2p, and 3p/2, are short-
ened by 0.25, 1, and 0.75 ls, respectively. With reference to Fig. 2,
the overall recoupling efficiency of C-REDOR is quite comparable to
that of rotary-REDOR (n = 2) and the performance is not signifi-
cantly affected by the insertion of the short delays for active rotor
synchronization. Fig. 3 shows the modulation of the recoupling
efficiency of the delay-inserted C-REDOR with respect to rf inho-
mogeneity. It is interesting to find that our approach is more for-
giving to the cases in which the rf fields are smaller than the
nominal value, indicating that a severe restriction of the sample
volume is not necessary. This favorable feature is originated from
the pulse symmetry of the C-REDOR [9]. Although homonuclear di-
pole–dipole interaction is suppressed in the original implementa-
tion of C-REDOR [8,9,27], the simulations shown in Fig. 4a reveal



Fig. 4. Simulations carried out for a 13CA13CA15N system, where the NMR and geometry parameters of the CO, Ca, and N of L-alanine were taken into account. The dipolar
coupling constant for CO and Ca was set to 2117 Hz, and that for CO and N was ignored. The angle CCN was set to 108.9�. (a) The echo intensity (S0) calculated with (solid line)
and without (dashed line) the ad hoc shortening of the POST-elements. (b) The S/S0 fractions calculated for the 13CA13CA15N (solid line) and 13CA15N (dashed line) systems.
Other simulation parameters are referred to the caption of Fig. 2.
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that the insertion of short delays will cause an additional attenua-
tion of the reference signal (S0). In other words, the major disad-
vantage of our ad hoc procedure is that the scaling factor of
homonuclear dipole–dipole interaction will become non-zero,
causing a faster signal decay of the reference signal. Nevertheless,
the calculated C-REDOR fractions (S/S0) for the 13CA13CA15N sys-
tem are very similar to those calculated for 13CA15N for short
dephasing times (Fig. 4b). This finding makes it possible to analyze
the experimental data of uniformly 13C labeled systems by the
model of an isolated 13CA15N spin pair. Because we have added a
very short delay at the beginning of each C subcycle, it would be
interesting to investigate whether the performance of our ap-
proach would heavily dependent on the stability of the spin rate.
Fig. 5 shows the calculated REDOR fractions for a 13CA13CA15N sys-
tem at different spinning frequencies. It is satisfying to find that
the dephasing is not very sensitive to the fluctuation of spin rate
up to ±100 Hz at a spinning frequency of 25 kHz.
Fig. 5. Simulations carried out for a 13CA13CA15N system at different spinning
frequencies, varied from 25,100 to 24,900 Hz. Other simulation parameters are
referred to the caption of Fig. 4.
3.3. Experimental verification

Fig. 6 shows the experimental data we obtained for the 13Ca of
[U-13C,15N]-L-alanine. In comparison with the Hahn echo signal
intensities, our reference signals are indeed attenuated consider-
ably (data not shown). Nevertheless, the experimental C-REDOR
fractions obtained are in good agreement with the simulations car-
ried out on a 13CA15N spin-pair system. Although the spin-rate sta-
bility provided by our pneumatic control unit is reasonably high,
empirically we find that it is necessary to implement active rotor
synchronization to reduce signal fluctuation. Our approach to pro-
vide active rotor synchronization for windowless pulse sequences
is rather straightforward to implement. In summary, the C-REDOR
implementation discussed in this work is rather robust and can be
applied to uniformly 13C labeled systems. Extension to other
13CA15N systems with longer spin–spin distances or larger 13C
chemical shift anisotropy is currently under investigation. We
Fig. 6. Experimental (squares) and simulation data (solid line) obtained for the 13Ca

of [U-13C,15N]-L-alanine at a spinning frequency of 25 kHz. The simulation was
carried for the 13CaA15N system of L-alanine, where all the rf field strengths and
durations were matched to the experimental conditions.
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expect that our method can also be applied for quadrupole systems
as illustrated in rotary-REDOR [16,17,28,29].
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